Without a Trace: Sketching out the Connection between Comics & Hip Hop
Frederik Gooding (Fort Worth)
This paper explores how many Hip Hop artists have intentionally and strategically invoked specific
superhero imagery and verbiage from the world of comics as a means to cope with daunting challenges
they face in life and to also inspire their audience to hold them personally as artists with high esteem.
Hip Hop forms an important social function, and consequently so do the various images generated
within it. Thus, by examining why Hip Hop holds such an important place in our culture, we also tangentially
explore its mass market global appeal to the world of comics. One possible clue on how a heavily criticized
and controversial musical genre could eventually become so mainstream decades later is possibly because
of certain Hip Hop artists – whether deliberately or unwittingly – centering their presence in the public light
in a manner that closely aligns with conventional comic book superhero narratives. More specifically, Hip
Hop artists create alter egos (or stage names), constantly paint themselves in positive angles (like a comic
book cover), talk about their “triumphs” or “escapes” from difficult life situations (defeating nemesis) and
in some cases make tangible and explicit connections to the comic book world by making analogies or
metaphors using specific comic book references.
This session infuses historical contextualization as a backdrop against exploration of particular
genres, artists, styles, sounds, images, and rhetorical techniques within the Hip Hop industry. By exploring
the various literary, musical, and methodological techniques employed in Hip Hop, this paper will illustrate
how several Hip Hop artists strategically draw upon many elements also seen with superhero comic book
characters as a way to build up their self‐image as a defense mechanism from institutional and structural
forces that conspire to make an upward economic and social trajectory difficult, if not impossible for many
people of color.
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